RING SIZING GUIDE
How To Determine Ring Size
Make the moment perfect with a ring that fits. When you visit our store, you will be able to use our sizers to determine accurate
measurements. If you are unable to come in, or want to keep the proposal a secret, use one of these options below!

Confirm Printed Paper Size
1 in.

Get a FREE Ring Sizer

2 in.
50 mm.

25 mm.

Use a ruler to ensure the line above is exactly 2
inches or 50 mm. If it is not, make sure you have
printed this document at 100% on U.S. Lettersized paper.

Measure accurately at home with a jeweler-grade ring sizer. Need to keep
it a secret? Ask a friend or relative with a similarly sized hand to take her or
his own measurement to compare. Order your free ring sizer here:

www.icingonthering.com/ring-sizing

Measure A Current Ring
•

“Borrow” a ring she or he currently wears. Make sure it’s from the correct hand and finger, as finger sizes can vary.

•

Lay the ring over the circles below until you find the size that most closey matches the current ring. Base the measurement
off the interior of the ring.

•

Note that Icing On The Ring offers 1/4 sizes if the ring falls between two circles. Choose the larger size if you are unsure.
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Tips For Secrecy

Our Free Ring Sizing Policy

Ask friends or relatives (especailly a parent or best friend)
if they know her or his ring size. Or ask that person to go
shopping with your significant other and encourage her
or him to try on rings in order to report back to you. If you
guess, err on the larger side as it‘s easier to make a ring
smaller than larger, plus, a larger engagement ring will at
least slide on her finger when you propose.

We offer 1 free resizing in the first year after purchase. To
preserve the integrity of the ring, we can only resize within
one full finger size, up or down. This service may take up to
two weeks to complete. If you’re in the area, drop off your
ring with us and we will contact you when it’s ready for pick
up. If you can’t come in person, ship your ring to us and we
will cover the return shipping.

Read more: www.icingonthering.com/ring-sizing

Read more: www.icingonthering.com/promise

